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HOW WILL PUBLICATION ACCEPTANCE BE MADE?
•

First of all, for the publications to be accepted, the plagiarism
report must be below 30%. Sending your report of plagiarism
to our e-mail address (ispecbooks@gmail.com) together
with your work in the attachment will be enough. In addition,
this plagiarism investigation will be done by us too.

•

In order to reduce errors of shifts in words, merging sentences,
disfigurement in tables, graphs, formulae caused by difference
in computer OS, all Works shall be submitted in WORD and
PDF format as specified in this guide.

•

Your works should be carefully reviewed for letter and
spelling mistakes prior to submission to our publishing house.

•

If your work is translated from a thesis, the required
permission must be obtained from interlocutors who deal with
your work and their signatures must be obtained in the
contract.

•

If your book is published on platforms such as thesis
platforms, it should be stated as a footnote in your chapter and
book.

•

The reply indicating receipt of the work does not mean that
your work was accepted.

•

İksad Publishing house carries out choosing a book suitable for
your work and altering book t itles which was announced
before through recommendations from editors.

•

The copyright of works published by us is owned by İksad
publishing house.

•

If a claim is made about all or a part of the work, the
damages and legal responsibilities arising therefrom belong to
the author.

•

Contracts must be signed with all interlocutors.

•

For sections in books all authors must sign the chapter. In case
of individual books it is required that book has signatures of all
authors for the whole book.

•

It will be sufficient to sign the contract or contracts and send it
back to our publishing house via e-mail.

•

Summary, abstract and key words should be removed from the
sections and independent books to be sent.

•

These sections will be published after being reviewed by the
editorial board and upon receipt of their confirmations.

•

You will be sent the final draft of the book before publication
and your correction requests will be accepted.

HOW WILL PAGE LAYOUT AND PUBLICATION FORMAT BE IN CHAPTER
BOOKS?

Page size:
Width: 16 cm
Height: 24 cm

Page layout:
Header: 1.25 cm
Footer:1.25 cm

Page layout
Orientation: Portrait
Top, Left and bottom margins:
2.5 cm
Right margin: 1.5 cm
Gutter: 0 cm

Font: Times New Roman
Size: 12 pt
Line spacing: 1.5
Justify.

INTRODUCTION and SOURCE
headings will be written in capital
letters and there will be no number or
symbol in the beginning.

Section Title will be written as described below.

CHAPTER 1:
CHAPTER TITLE
Title, First nameLAST NAME

University, FacultyorCollege, Department, province, country.
E-mail
INTRODUCTION
No space should be above chapter title. Chapter tile should be
bold, Normal, Time New Roman and 14 pt.
İngilizcebölümlerdeÜniversiteunvanv.b.

yerlervebölümbaşlığı

(CHAPTER) İngilizceolarakyazılacak

•

No space between lines

•

When starting a new topic a space should be added after
paragraph.

For numbered/bulleted text, bottom and top indent should be 1 cm.

•

Titles of tables, figures and graphs should be 12 pt, Times
New Roman and bold.

•

Footnotes Times New Roman, Normal and 10 pt

•

Special Articles and Quotations will be Times New Roman 12
pt and italic. Between lines bottom and top indent should be 1
cm.

•

The section after the preface and the Bibliography section will
start from a new page

•

Bibliography should be done in APA style

•

The bibliography should be in alphabetical order.

•

Under images, graphs etc. source should be indicated.

The bibliography will be in the form shown below;

•

No space between bibliography title and bibliography lines
Times New Roman, 12 ptandline spacing 1.5

After all these actions are done, in order to prevent shifting or
nesting caused by difference in OS, the chapter shall be sent in
WORD and additionally in PDF format.However; before sending the
files you should carefully check for mistakes in spelling rules and
sentence integrity, doing an editor job yourself.

HOW WILL PAGE LAYOUT AND PUBLICATION FORMAT BE IN INDIVIDUAL
BOOKS?

Page size and page layout in individual books will be same as
chapter books.
Page Size: 16x24 cm.
Font: Times New roman
Titles: Bold
Font Size: 12 pt
Header and footer distance: 1.25 cm
Page margins: Left margin: 1.5 cm,others 2.5 cm and gutter
0cm.

FAQ
How many years have your publishing house in operation?
İKSAD International Publishing House was founded in 2014. It has
been making books of academic works of different disciplines and
publishing them since 6 years as of 2019.
Does your publishing house publish internationally?
İKSAD International Publishing House publishes academic works
from different countries in different languages by gathering them into
a book.Books published by our publishing house are accredited
internationally.
Does your publishing house allocate ISBN to books it publishes??
All books published by the İKSAD International Publishing House are
published by allocating international classified ISBN in accordance
with their fields
Do books published by your publisher apply for academic promotion
and encouragement?
İKSAD International Publishing House publishes books from different
countries in various disciplines. Although the academic advancement
procedure of each country is different, in all countries including
Turkey, our publishing house has academic qualifications. Our
publications are suitable for academic promotion of authors and
encouragement.
How can I access my book published by your publishing house?
All books published by İKSAD International Publishing House can be
found at www.iksadyayinevi.com In addition, all books published are
cataloged in the world's leading electronic libraries in order to reach a
wider audience.

Why your publishing house serves in digital (e-book) platform?
Today, where information can be presented to millions of people in
digital media, electronic publications can be accessed thousands of
times faster than printed publications in short time. IKSAD
International Publishing House believes in the necessity of maximum
sharing of information and therefore continues its activities on the
digital platform.
What is the difference between publishing a book as an e-book or a
printed book?
There is no scientific difference between publishing a book as an ebook or a printed book. Electronic books also have the same rules as
printed books, provided that they are subjected to the scientific
procedures required by a licensed publisher and are allocated an
academic ISBN. As it is known, the speed of transferring information
together with technology has also increased thousands of times.In this
context, electronic publications are more advantageous in the context
of the dissemination of scientific information, as it is conveyed much
more quickly than printed publications, provided that it is published in
qualified digital media.
Do you give the printed copies of the books published by your
publishing house to the authors??
There are two stages in which a scientific study can officially become
a book. In the first stage, the study is carefully examined by experts in
the same field; In the event that the examination is positive, the
necessary procedures (such as ISBN allocation) in the second stage
are completed by the authorized publisher and the digital typesetting
of the book is completed.With the completion of these two phases, the
book is formed.After that, the question to be answered is what
medium the book will be delivered to the readers. There are two
methods for this. The first method is to publish as a digital book in the
electronic environment (CD, online access through membership
registration and open access) and the second method is to publish as a
printed book in the paper environment. As a writer, we would like to

express our sympathy and respect for your desire to take your book
physically, put it in your library or present it to your relatives, but we
cannot give the authors a copy of the printed book because our
publishing house is operating in digital media.If the author wishes to
print his / her book at a printing press or print center, we send “book
publishing authority certificate” to the author.Author can download
the book from our website and print it at a printing house or a printing
center using this certificate as many as s/he likes. (Important
reminder: since Iksad International Publishing House is not a
commercial enterprise, you cannot trade/sell your electronic or printed
books in any way.)
Are royalty payments paid to the authors??
İKSAD International Publishing House is subject to Turkish Law no.
#5253 and operates under supervision and control of Turkish Ministry
of National Affairs and Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
Published books are presented to the world of science as free Open
access.Thus, no royalty payment is available for authors.
Can I sell my book published by your publishing house?
You cannot trade/sell your book published by our publishing house in
any way.
How much shall I pay for the chapter and for the book?
Chapter fee 60 USD
Book fee 100 USD

